
INDIAN SOFT DRINK INDUSTRY ANALYSIS

Under 'Make In India' campaign, Indian prime minister urged all the soft drink brands to include 2% fruit drinks in the
aerated.

That segregation is no more valid. Both the at-home and the out-of-home market are valued at retail selling
prices including all sales and consumption taxes. Coca-Cola operates through 35 plants and 16 franchisees
throughout the country, while PepsiCo has 20 plants, but it has 7 more franchisees at 23 to 16 of its rival. But
still, it is considered as one of the most prominent brands among the younger generation of India. Industry
watchers say, fake products also account for a good share of the balance. It is expected to grow by per cent
annually. Delivery: Files are delivered directly into your account within a few minutes of purchase. Thums Up
always dominated the Indian market until when Sprite took over this giant. Consumption in India's soft drinks
was 44 bottles per capita in , which is relatively lower compared to matured markets such as the US, where the
per-capita consumption is 1, bottles. Since Coca-Cola was not interested in brands like Thumps Up , it did not
promote them. Since then it is basically a fight between the two American giants. The valuation of the
out-of-home segment at retail prices means a significant change of the market definition in comparison to
earlier iterations of the Consumer Market Outlook, as out-of-home consumption was valued at wholesale
prices before. To face these challenges, the manufacturers are bringing new flavours and low- sugar diet
drinks into the market which will help grab the declining growth. Soft and aerated drinks are consumed by all
except those who cannot afford to buy any drink. It provides the latest retail sales data, allowing you to
identify the sectors driving growth. With new flavors like Mirinda Orange Mango and Orange Masala, they
look forward to uplift their market share in near future. Currently, the trend in terms of flavours is defined by
lime â€” lemon flavoured drinks in India. The carbonated drinks are segmented into cola flavoured drinks,
lime- lemon flavoured drinks, orange flavoured drinks and others. Sweetened, non-alcoholic drinks containing
carbon dioxide. Its target was carbonated drinks market in PET bottles. The key drivers of growth of juice
market are rise in the disposable income, people adopting Western culture, health awareness and import of
fruits to India. The Coca-Cola Company leads the world market for carbonated beverages with share of about 
Due to these factors they are not globally recognizable like the above mentioned foreign players. It became the
top brand in when it surpassed Thums Up with  Non-ready-to-drink non-rtd products, marketed as
concentrates for home consumption.


